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Rollomatic and Strausak are open for Business during the COVID‐19 Pandemic —Invitation
for Test Grinding and for Laser Cutting Tests
Mundelein, April 2020. Rollomatic and Strausak, two leading machine tool manufacturers based in Switzerland are announcing
that their businesses in Mundelein, IL are open and fully operational.
Many of our machine models are installed in our state‐of‐the‐art showroom and hooked up to a central coolant filtration and
chiller system. They are ready for grinding and for laser cutting. We currently have capacity to accept drawings and blanks from
customers for test grinding. This will help us to keep our talented team of applications engineers busy and it will make us a
stronger and more capable company. It will also help you to decide which direction your product development should take.
Rollomatic and Strausak are considered to be businesses that supply other essential businesses with the support or supplies
necessary for them to operate. Examples of essential businesses are medical equipment manufacturers and the defense industry
supporting the US Government or a subcontractor to the US Government. Our customer base extends to all of these groups and
we intend to continue to support these industries.
GrindSmart 5/6‐axis CNC tool grinding machines
830XW Hydrosta c rails and linear motors
630/530XW linear motors

ShapeSmart 4/5‐axis CNC pinch and peel grinding machines
NP50 for cylindrical and non‐round pinch/peel grinding
NP3+ for cylindrical pinch/peel grinding

LaserSmart 510 5‐axis high‐velocity, fine laser cu ng machine
‐ With abla on for chip breakers
‐ With ability to sharpen diamond‐coated solid carbide tools

Stausak 5‐axis CNC flexible tool grinding machines for manufacturing,
resharpening and modifica on grinding

During the pandemic, Rollomatic and Strausak will provide non‐stop support from the North America headquarters in Mundelein,
IL. We are continuing operations in our facility with a reduced workforce in place which includes our parts department and
applications/support teams. Our supply chain is secure, and we have not seen major delays in our international incoming freight.
Our overseas factories are still open. Support and spare parts shipments will continue.
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